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Agrarian Justice
Excerpt from Agrarian Justice, Opposed to Agrarian Law, and to Agrarian Monopoly: Being a
Plan for Meliorating the Condition of Man, by Creating in Every Nation, a National Fund, to Pay
to Every Person, When Arrived at the Age of Twenty-One Years, the Sum of Fifteen Pounds
Sterling, to Enable Him or Her to Begin the World! At the end of the. Bi/bop: book is a [w of lbe
Works lge has written, among wblcb is the Ser mon alluded to it is intitled. About the Publisher
Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten
Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in
the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do,
however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain
are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
After the fall of the Porfirio Díaz regime, pueblo representatives sent hundreds of petitions to
Pres. Francisco I. Madero, demanding that the executive branch of government assume the
judiciary's control over their unresolved lawsuits against landowners, local bosses, and other
villages. The Madero administration tried to use existing laws to settle land conflicts but always
stopped short of invading judicial authority. In contrast, the two main agrarian reform programs
undertaken in revolutionary Mexico--those implemented by Emiliano Zapata and Venustiano
Carranza--subordinated the judiciary to the executive branch and thereby reshaped the
postrevolutionary state with the support of villagers, who actively sided with one branch of
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government over another. In Matters of Justice Helga Baitenmann offers the first detailed
account of the Zapatista and Carrancista agrarian reform programs as they were implemented
in practice at the local level and then reconfigured in response to unanticipated inter- and
intravillage conflicts. Ultimately, the Zapatista land reform, which sought to redistribute land
throughout the country, remained an unfulfilled utopia. In contrast, Carrancista laws, intended
to resolve quickly an urgent problem in a time of war, had lasting effects on the legal rights of
millions of land beneficiaries and accidentally became the pillar of a program that redistributed
about half the national territory.

Tom Paine's 'Agrarian Justice' (1797) continues to inspire progressive politicians today
as a source of two contemporary policies, Land Value Taxation and Universal (Basic)
Income (Citizen's Income). His starting point was the belief, widespread until the end of
the eighteenth century, that the Earth is the common property of humankind. Rather
than advocating the common ownership of land, he proposed that landowners 'owe to
the community a ground-rent', the market rent of their land. He advocated that this be
paid into a fund to be used for the benefit of all, both as a lump sum payment on
reaching adulthood and as a pension for older people. He is well worth reading for his
passion and rhetoric. This publication also includes a riposte written in the same year
by Thomas Spence, who had published a similar but more radical proposal in 1776. It
also contains a 20th century re-statement of individual and common rights to the Earth
and a summary of the relevance of Agrarian Justice today.
Agrarian Justiceby Thomas PaineComplete EditionAgrarian Justice is the title of a
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pamphlet written by Thomas Paine and published in 1797, which advocated the use of
an estate tax and a tax on land values to fund a universal old-age and disability
pension, as well as a fixed sum to be paid to all citizens on reaching maturity.It was
written in the winter of 1795–96, but remained unpublished for a year, Paine being
undecided whether or not it would be best to wait until the end of the ongoing war with
France before publishing. However, having read a sermon by Richard Watson, the
Bishop of Llandaff, which discussed the "Wisdom ... of God, in having made both Rich
and Poor", he felt the need to publish, under the argument that "rich" and "poor" were
arbitrary divisions, not divinely created ones.In response to the private sale of royal (or
common) lands, Paine proposed a detailed plan to tax property owners to pay for the
needs of the poor, which could be considered as the precursor of the modern idea of
citizen's income or basic income. The money would be raised by taxing all direct
inheritances at 10%, and "indirect" inheritances – those not going to close relations – at
a somewhat higher rate; this would, he estimated, raise around £5,700,000 per year in
England.Around two-thirds of the fund would be spent on pension payments of £10 per
year to every person over the age of fifty, which Paine had taken as his average adult
life expectancy, with most of the remainder allocated to making fixed payments of £15
to every man and woman on reaching the age of twenty-one, legal majority. The small
remainder would then be able to be used for paying pensions to "the lame and blind".
For context, the average weekly wage of an agricultural labourer was around 9
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shillings, which would mean an annual income of about £23 for an able-bodied man
working throughout the year.Additionally, "a one-time stipend of 15 pounds sterling
would be paid to each citizen upon attaining age 21, to give them a start in life."
When President Franklin D. Roosevelt introduced Social Security to the American people, he
described it as "a return to values lost in the course of our economic development and
expansion." A return to values indeed. Our Social Security system, which celebrates its 80th
birthday this year, was founded in the 20th century, yet the concept of a national program of
Social Security benefits dates back to the founding of the nation. Founding Father Thomas
Paine published his pamphlet, Agrarian Justice, in 1797. There, Paine proposed old-age and
disability benefits, funded by a tax on estates. In Agrarian Justice, Paine makes the compelling
case that the fruits of our great wealth and productivity are most beneficial when they are used
to support economic security and dignity for all Americans. This new edition of Agrarian Justice
includes a Foreword by best-selling author and Social Security expert Nancy Altman. The
Foreword highlights how Social Security embodies the values animating our nation's founding
and the ideas set forth by Founding Father Thomas Paine in Agrarian Justice.
Thomas Paine (or Pain; February 9, 1737 [O.S. January 29, 1736] - June 8, 1809) was an
English-American political activist, philosopher, political theorist, and revolutionary. One of the
Founding Fathers of the United States, he authored the two most influential pamphlets at the
start of the American Revolution, and he inspired the rebels in 1776 to declare independence
from Britain. His ideas reflected Enlightenment-era rhetoric of transnational human rights. He
has been called "a corsetmaker by trade, a journalist by profession, and a propagandist by
inclination."
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This book explores the emergence and development of the legal concept of fair
and equitable benefit-sharing, and its application in agriculture. Developed in the
1990s, the concept of fair and equitable benefit-sharing has been deployed in an
ever-wider variety of international instruments, including those on biodiversity,
climate change and human rights. A lack of clarity persists, however, on what fair
and equitable benefit-sharing requires and entails, and whether its
implementation supports or eventually undermines equity and justice. This book
examines these questions in the area of land, food and agriculture, addressing
for the first time several instances of the agricultural production chain, including
research and development, land governance and land use and access to
markets. It identifies challenges regarding implementation of the concept as
enshrined in environmental treaties and soft-law instruments, with a focus on the
International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture, the
Voluntary Guidelines on Tenure and the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Peasants. It investigates its role, enabling conditions and limitations, in a
contradictory policy context involving environmental, food security and human
rights objectives but also a growing web of multilateral and bilateral trade and
investment agreements. Linking international law research with a socio-legal
analysis, the book addresses four grassroots examples, which offer ideas for
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institutional and legal innovation from the local to the global level. This
interdisciplinary title will be of great interest to students and scholars of
international environmental law, agriculture, land law, development studies and
global governance, as well as policymakers and practitioners working in these
fields. “The Open Access version of this book, available at
https://doi.org/10.4324/9780429198304, has been made available under a
Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No Derivatives 4.0 license."
The 18th century was a wealth of knowledge, exploration and rapidly growing
technology and expanding record-keeping made possible by advances in the
printing press. In its determination to preserve the century of revolution, Gale
initiated a revolution of its own: digitization of epic proportions to preserve these
invaluable works in the largest archive of its kind. Now for the first time these highquality digital copies of original 18th century manuscripts are available in print,
making them highly accessible to libraries, undergraduate students, and
independent scholars. Medical theory and practice of the 1700s developed
rapidly, as is evidenced by the extensive collection, which includes descriptions
of diseases, their conditions, and treatments. Books on science and technology,
agriculture, military technology, natural philosophy, even cookbooks, are all
contained here. ++++ The below data was compiled from various identification
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fields in the bibliographic record of this title. This data is provided as an additional
tool in helping to insure edition identification: ++++ Cambridge University Library
N015839 London: printed for Evans and Bone, 1797. 16p.; 8°
Copyright: 7f1eeea669768cd22963c52f17c04e27
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